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Pak J Physiol receives Original Articles, Review Articles, Case
Reports, Short Communication, Letters to Editor, etc. on all
physiological topics and medical education. Manuscripts are
received for consideration if neither the article nor any of its
contents has been or will be published or submitted elsewhere
before appearing in Pakistan Journal of Physiology (PJP).
Please submit the article in email to pjp@pps.org.pk followed
by an original manuscript with one set of original figures, two
copies of the complete manuscript and a softcopy (MS Word
format) on CD. Manuscripts must not be of more than 3,000
words. Use Letter size paper (8.511 inch), and double-space
throughout for the hard copy only. Address all submissions to
the Editor, Pakistan Journal of Physiology, Department of
Physiology, Ayub Medical College, Abbottabad-22040,
Pakistan. The corresponding author must be identified and
address for correspondence with telephone number and email
endorsed at the end of the script. An undertaking signed by all
the authors, (certifying originality of work and that the article
has not been submitted, or will not be submitted/ published
elsewhere before the decision of PJP about it), must
accompany the manuscript. No more than 12 names will be
listed under the title; other names will appear in a footnote.
RESEARCH AND PUBLICATION ETHICS: The authors
must declare approval of the ‘Research Ethics Committee’ and
clearly mention any ‘Conflict of Interest’ either in the script or
attached document.
TITLE AND AUTHORS’ NAME: The first page of the
manuscript must give the title of article that should be concise
and descriptive. Also include on this page the name(s) of the
author(s), qualification(s), designation, the name of department
and institution from where the work is submitted. Any
grant/support that requires acknowledgment should be
mentioned on this page.
ABSTRACTS: The second page of the manuscript must
contain an abstract of not more than 250 words. This abstract
should consist of four paragraphs, labelled Background,
Methods, Results, and Conclusions. They should briefly
describe, respectively, the problem being addressed in the
study, how was the study performed, the salient results, and
what did the author(s) conclude from the results.
KEYWORDS: Three to 10 key words or short phrases should
be added to the bottom of the abstract page. Please use terms
from the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) of Index
Medicus.
Introduction, Materials & Methods, Results, Discussion,
Conclusions, Acknowledgements and References should all
start on a separate page from page 3 onwards.
REFERENCES: The PJP prefers the total number of
references in an original article not exceeding 30, while in a
review articles not exceeding 60. References must be written
double-spaced and numbered as they are cited. The references

must be written in Vancouver style. The style for all types of
references is given in the ‘Uniform requirements for
manuscripts submitted to biomedical journals’ at the web site
of international committee of medical journal editors,
www.icmje.org. List all authors when there are six or fewer.
If there are seven or more, list the first six followed by et al.
Following are sample references for journal and book articles:
Journal Article: Ahmed Badar. Launching a new journal in
the era of publication accountability. Pak J Physiol
2005;1(1–2):1.
Book Reference: Phillips SJ, Whisnant JP. Hypertension and
stroke. In: Laragh JH, Bremier BM, (Editors). Hypertension:
pathophysiology, diagnosis, and management. 2nd ed. New
York: McGraw Hill; 1995. p.465–78.
TABLES AND ILLUSTRATIONS: Each tables and
illustration should be on a separate page, must have a title and
be on double space. Figures should be professionally designed.
Symbols, lettering, and numbering should be clear and large
enough to remain legible after the figure has been re-sized to fit
the width of a single column. The back, of each figure should
include the sequence number, the name of the author, and the
proper orientation (e.g., ‘↑ top’). If photographs of patients are
used, either the subjects should not be identifiable or their
pictures must be accompanied by written permission to use the
picture. Duplication of results given in tables into figures must
be avoided.
UNITS OF MEASUREMENT: All measurements should be
in conventional units, with System International (SI) units
given in parentheses throughout the text.
ABBREVIATIONS: Except for units of measurement,
abbreviations are discouraged. An abbreviation should be
preceded by words for which it stands, the first time it appears
in the text. Title and abstract must not contain abbreviations.
DRUG NAMES: Only generic names should be used.
PERMISSIONS: Materials taken from other sources must be
accompanied with a written statement from both author and
publisher giving permission to PJP for reproduction.
REVIEW PROCESS: Acknowledgment is sent after
receiving the manuscript. The manuscripts are examined by the
editorial board and then sent for peer review. The comments of
the reviewers are conveyed to corresponding author. If the
script is accepted finally, an Acceptance Letter is issued. The
author(s) are requested to pay the publication fee and wait in
queue for publication of the article in coming issues of PJP.
CASE REPORT: Short report of cases, clinical experience,
drug trials or adverse effects may be submitted. They must not
exceed 500 words, 5 bibliographic references and one table or
illustration. The report must contain genuinely new
information. The format is Title, Abstract, Introduction, Case
Report, Discussion, and References.
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